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OA transition strategy at the Max Planck Society
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.As of 2022, MPDL has 

23 active transformative 

agreements and 10 

arrangements with fully OA 

publishers in place.

This enables MPG authors 

to publish their research 

articles openly in more than 

10.000 journals without 

having to pay APCs and in 

full compliance with Plan S.



Approximately 50% of journal

publications from Germany are

are available Open Access.

 31.4% via transformative 

agreements

 18.6% via fully OA journals

The nationwide DEAL agreements

with Springer Nature and Wiley have

enabled 28.000 new research articles

to be published OA in 2021 alone
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https://esac-initiative.org/market-watch/ 

Transformative agreements in Germany

https://esac-initiative.org/market-watch/


Impact for scholars and scientists

> 95% 
of eligible authors took advantage of the opportunity

granted through the DEAL agreements

to opt for an open license

when publishing in a hybrid journal
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https://esac-initiative.org/market-watch/ 

Germany

Impact for the global open science objectives

https://esac-initiative.org/market-watch/


Increase in reach and impact of German research
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Publisher-provided data (Springer Nature)
Source: COUNTER 5 Usage Data on Google BigQuery, COUNTER 5 Metric Total Item Requests is comparable to COUNTER 4 Downloads; 
Excluded usage not assigned to any continent. Publications Data from MRPA Files including YoP 2020 – 2021

Global Usage Growth of DEAL Hybrid Open Access Publications by Continent



Equal access to scholarly journal content for all 

participating DEAL institutions and their readers
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Usage of journals comprised in the DEAL agreement has increased 89% with 

respect to the pre-agreement period 2018 - 2019

Publisher-provided data (Springer Nature)
Source: COUNTER 5 Usage Data on Google BigQuery, COUNTER 5 Metric Total Item Requests is comparable to COUNTER 4 Downloads; 
Excluded usage not assigned to any continent. Publications Data from MRPA Files including YoP 2020 – 2021



Overall savings for the German research 

community
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https://deal-operations.de/en/here-is-the-deal/deal-cost-modeling-tool

https://deal-operations.de/en/here-is-the-deal/deal-cost-modeling-tool


Working through the transition
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While it is generally accepted that there is enough money in the

(subscription) system overall, it is not always where it is needed.

The power of the consortium:

„The aim is to achieve a fair balance between the interests of institutions

that incur high subscription costs (relief) and those that have high 

publication numbers (capping).“

Dr. Jochen Johannsen, UB Siegen and Katrin Stump, SLUB Dresden 

at the 8th Library Congress Leipzig, 31.5.2022



German Science and Humanities Council 
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II.1.d Role of the libraries

Libraries possess extensive knowledge and often capacities to actively support 

researchers in their publication activities, too. In the future, this will be a central task 

for them. 

They also play a central role in the implementation of transparent information 

budgets and the centralisation of funds and long-term archiving. 

As far as the allocation of public funds for publishing activities is concerned, they 

could be involved in decisions on eligibility for funding.

German Science and Humanities Council

Recommendations on the Transformation of Academic 

Publishing: Towards Open Access

DOI: https://doi.org/10.57674/0gtq-b603

Gold Open Access as the future standard of scientific publishing. 

https://doi.org/10.57674/0gtq-b603


German Science and Humanities Council 
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II.1.b Role of the scientific institutions

In a publication system where OA is the norm, a central task of scientific institutions 

is to ensure access to appropriate publication opportunities for all their 

researchers in the sense of academic freedom. 

Creating the right organizational and financial conditions for this must be a 

central element in their strategy, for which their management bears responsibility. 

Gold Open Access as the future standard of scientific publishing. 

DOI: https://doi.org/10.57674/0gtq-b603

German Science and Humanities Council

Recommendations on the Transformation of Academic 

Publishing: Towards Open Access

https://doi.org/10.57674/0gtq-b603


Since 2021 "Open Access Publication Costs" programme
Long-term: Grants only for Open Access publications from DFG-funded projects Publication 

costs as part of research costs

https://www.dfg.de/foerderung/programme/infrastruktur/lis/open_access/
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Alignment between RFOs and RPOs

https://www.dfg.de/foerderung/programme/infrastruktur/lis/open_access/


campbell@mpdl.mpg.de
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Thank you

mailto:Campbell@mpdl.mpg.de

